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Choosing a 1){~:la.~flf~Breed of Sheep 
Robert M. Jordan, Extension Animal Scientist-Sheep, University of Minnesota 

The search for breeds of sheep that have 
significant economic advantages over exist
ing U.S. sheep breeds lacked intensity for 75 
years. With the importation of the Finn 
sheep in 1968, sheep producers, sheep ge
neticists, and extension sheep specialists 
came to realize that sheep breeds with tre
mendous advantages in certain economic 
traits existed in the world. The Finn sheep, 
when crossed with U.S. standard breeds, 
demonstrated beyond all doubt that certain 
breeds or breed crosses could make a major 
contribution to the profitability of U.S. 
flocks. 

While the Finn sheep and, more recently, 
the Romanov and possibly the Booroola 
Merino, provide the germ plasm to increase 
lambing rates 50 percent to 80 percent, U.S. 
sheep breeds are still very deficient in their 
ability to breed out of season or to lamb 
three times in two years. In addition, they 
are woefully lacking in their ability to pro
duce high levels of milk and over extended 
periods of time. Modem U.S. sheep breeds, 
when fed for fast weight gains, produce 
carcasses that are much too fat for current 
acceptance. There are, however, breeds in 
the world that do breed year-round, that 
produce gallons of milk rather than quarts 
(Friesland milk sheep), and breeds that pro
duce lamb carcasses with 4 to 6 percent 
more lean and 5 to 7 percent less fat (Texel 
and Charolais). The sheep breeder must in
corporate the good traits of those breeds into 
our existing breeds to make the truly "Super 
Sheep." 

The breed you choose should have 
traits that: 

• are economically important, 
• are possible to measure and improve 

through selection, 
• are essential for your conditions, 
• maximize production efficiency. 

Don't select animals within a breed for 
traits that can't be measured or that differ 
little within that breed (where the selection 
differential is small). Ease of lambing, 

Texel lambs have heavy muscling, In fact the most muscular loins and 
legs of any existing breed In the U.S. They are quite prolific and shear 7 
to 8 pounds of wool, but do not gain as rapidly as Suffolks. 

grazing ability, and longevity are important economic traits. However, 
they are hard to improve because it's difficult to measure their differ
ences among individual animals. Consider a breed's undesirable traits 
as well as its good qualities. A breed may gain rapidly and efficiently 
but lack hardiness and livability, or be so aggressive and wild that it is 
difficult to keep fenced. 

Here is a list of the desired economic traits of sheep. Select the 
breed having the greatest number of traits most important to your sheep 
enterprise. 

Desired Economic Traits 
I. Reproduction 

A. Fecundity-This includes conception (percentage of ewes that 
lamb), prolificacy (number oflambs born per ewe), and ability to raise 
lambs. Fecundity is reflected in weaning percentage (the number of 
lambs weaned divided by the number of ewes bred). This is the most 
significant factor affecting sheep profits. With lamb at 60 cents per 
pound, a 10 percent change in weaning percentage increases or de
creases the gross income about $6 per ewe. 

B. Milking capacity-The ability to produce adequate milk is 
reflected in the number of lambs that live and their weaning weights. 
In addition, the shape and size of the udder-whether it is large and 
pendulous and subject to injury-and the size and location of the 
nipples on the udder help determine whether or not lambs can easily 
find nourishment with a minimum amount of labor required to get 
lambs started. 



C. Out-of season breeding and long 
breeding seasons-Dorset, Rambouillet 
and Mouflon ewes can produce a high pro
portion of fall lambs. A breed that can con
ceive over a long period (July to April) 
allows lambing over an extended period, 
th.us distributing labor requirements and re
ducing barn, equipment, and ram costs. 

D. Early sexual maturity-A breed 
that matures sexually at 5 to 7 months en
ables a lamb crop when ewes are 12 to 14 
months old. Tiris significantly decreases 
the costs of producing and maintaining re
placement ewes. The Rambouillet and its 
crosses do not have a high proportion of 
ewe lambs conceiving their first fall. Con
versely, (Finn and Romanov crosses and 
most of the "Down" breeds (Hampshire, 
Suffolk, Dorset) will have 80 percent to 
100 percent of the ewes producing lambs 
their first year. 

II. Growth traits 
A. Gainability-Weight per day of age 

is the second most important economic 
trait. A change of 5 pounds in the average 
weaning weight affects the gross return per 
ewe 5 times the price per pound of lamb. 
For example, when lamb is 60 cents per 
pound, this amounts to $3 per ewe. A lamb 
should be able to grow rapidly from birth to 
150 days (.7 to 1.0 pound/day). 

B. Heavy muscling-Gain should be in 
muscle tissue (meat), not excessive fat. 
However, a lamb should economically 
finish at either 110 or 130 pounds. 

Ill. Wool production 
Tiris is the third most important eco

nomic trait. primarily because it is easy to 
obtain and maintain. The increase is easily 
measured, the trait is highly heritable, and 
there are great differences among breeds. 
Fleece weight-as affected by density and 
length of staple-may be 4 to 8 pounds 
heavier per head in breeds such as Colum
bia, Corriedale, Targhee, and Rambouillet 
than in Hampshire, Suffolk, Dorset, and 
Cheviot. When wool is worth 1.5 to 2.0 
times more per pound than a pound of 
lamb, a 5-pound advantage in wool produc
tion per ewe is equivalent to 7 to 10 pounds 
additional lamb produced per ewe. At 60 
cents per pound, that's $4 to $9 per ewe. 

IV. Other desirable traits 
A. Longevity-Unfortunately, the aver

age ewe remains productive only 5 to 6 
years. If this could be increased 1 or 2 

These lambs encompass the breeding commonly used to maximize 
sheep productivity. The Hampshire (left) epitomizes rate of gain and 
carcass conformation. The middle lamb (half Finn) contributes very high 
proiificacy. The brockle-faced lamb (Hamp x 1/4 Finn) inherited much of 
the growth and carcass traits of the Hamp, but is produced by a smaller 
and much more prolific ewe. 

years, 3 percent to 6 percent fewer ewe lambs would be needed as re
placements. 

B. Ease of lambing-Tiris is affected by lamb weight, size, and 
shape as well as pelvic roominess in the ewe. 

C. Disease resistance-Some breeds are more disease-prone than 
others, but we know little about the inheritance of disease resistance. 

D. Ability to withstand high temperatures 
E. Feed efficiency 
F. Grazing ability 

These last five traits are important, but they are difficult to select 
for and attain. 

Table 1 ranks the major breeds according to desired traits. It is 
easy to conclude that no one breed excels in all desirable traits and that 
there are tremendous trait differences among the breeds. The Finn and 
Romanov are far more prolific than any other breed listed. While they 
reach sexual maturity faster than do Dorset and some Down breeds, the 
factor is not nearly as significant as their twinning ability. Both the 

Romanovs may be more prolific and vigorous than Finns, but have very 
low wool quality. 



Finn and Romanov are small breeds; their 
lambs gain much more slowly than do 
Hampshire, Suffolk, and Columbia lambs 
and are less muscular than Suffolk, Hamp
shire, and Dorset lambs. 

Since no breed offers all the advantages, 
sheep producers consider some breeds best 
for terminal lamb sires and others best for 
the ewe flock. 

The ram breed must contribute great size 
and gainability. muscling. meatiness. and 
feed efficiency. If all the sire's lambs are 
sold as market lambs, the owner shouldn't 
care whether the ram, himself, produces 
much wool, has a good disposition, is 
hardy, or contributes to milking ability and 
out-of-season breeding. After all, he 
represents only 2 to 3 percent of the flock. 

The rams having the best gainability, 
muscling, and other carcass traits seem to 
be found most abundantly in the Texel, 
Suffolk and the Hampshire breeds. The 
Columbia does not detract greatly from 
gainability, but lacks muscling. The Dorset 
contributes muscling, but lacks somewhat 
in gainability. 

Ewe breeds must offer good fecundity. 
wool production. milk production. out-of
season breeding capability. be easy to 
handle and be hardy and long-lived. To get 
these traits, we must sacrifice some size and 
muscling. 

The ideal ewe breed or cross of two or 
more breeds should have some Columbia, 
Corriedale, Targhee, or Rambouillet breed
ing to maximize wool production. These 
breeds are about equal in fecundity, milk 
production, and ease of handling. Dorset 
blood injected into the ewe flock would 
reduce size and gainability somewhat, but 
would improve out-of-season breeding 
traits and, possibly, milking ability and pro
lificacy. Finn and Romanov blood infused 
into this ewe flock would increase lambing 
percentage appreciably. For about every 10 
percent Finn blood in your ewe flock, 

Low milk production Is the greatest deterrent to Increased lamb 
production and a sheep dairy Industry. (Freslan ewes produce 3 to 4 
times more milk than typical U.S. breeds.) 

lambing percentage increases about 10 percent over typical breeds 
maintained in the U.S. (Hampshire, Columbia, Rambouillet, Suffolk, 
Shropshire, etc.). Certainly, the Finn or Romanov wouldn't contribute 
to muscling and carcass quality or wool weight, but increased lambing 
percentage and early sexual maturity are important contributions. The 
wool ofRomanovs (very high in kemp-type fibers) is a serious short
coming of the breed. 

What Finn or Finn-cross ewes do best-produce many lambs. Weight 
gain, fleece and carcass traits are lowered by Finn blood. 

Table 1. Ranking of major breeds by desirable traits 

Disposition, 
Sexual Outseason ease of Growth Carcass Fleece 

Fecundity maturity breeding handling rate muscling weight Longevity 

Finn sheep Finn sheep Dorset Dorset Suffolk Suffolk Columbia Rambouillet 
Romanov Dorset Rambouillet Hampshire Hampshire Hampshire Corriedale Merino 
Finn crosses Polypay Mouflon Columbia Columbia Texel Targhee 
Booroola Down breeds crosses Corriedale Dorset Rambouillet 

Merino (Hampshire, Cormo 
Suffolk) 



Table 2. Effect of breed on ewe productivity 

Breed Columbia Hampshire Finn-T Finn Finn 
X 

Percentage Finn 0 0 

Number of ewes 22 58 
Lambing percentage 180 177 
Birth wt. {lbs) 10.4 10.5 
30-day lamb wt. {lbs) 25.3 25.4 
Weaning percentage 160 156 
Fleece wt. (lbs) 11.2 

Table 2 shows the lambing percentage, 
birth weight, and 30-day weight of various 
Finn-<:ross ewes in relationship to Hamp
shire and Columbia ewes. The table bears 
out some of the conclusions mentioned 
earlier that Finn blood increased the 
lambing percentage tremendously. The 
Columbia breed influenced the fleece 
weight significantly. As expected, the 
Suffolk crosses had the heaviest 30-day 
weights. 

Conclusions 
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1. Large differences exist in productivity 
(prolificacy, weight gains of the lambs, and 
wool production) among breeds. An ill
advised choice of breed can diminish your 
chance for profit. Therefore, seek advice 
about which breed or cross of breeds will 
be best suited to your conditions. 

2. Choose a breed or cross that allows 
your feed conditions to provide full expres
sion of the animal's productive capabilities. 
For example, neither Suffolks nor Hamp
shires can realize their maximum potentials 
under conditions of meager feed intake. 
Conversely, raising smaller, slower-gaining 
sheep (Southdowns or Cheviots, for ex
ample) under abundant feed conditions 
results in a "half-speed" sheep enterprise. 

3. Regardless of the breed(s) you select, 
crosses between two productive breeds that 
complement each other increase overall 
production about 20 percent to 30 percent. 

Here is an example: 

Ram breed 
Suffolk 

Ewe breed 
Rambouillet 

or 
Hampshire 

X or 
Columbia 

or their crosses 

X X X 
Columbia Suffolk Targhee 

25 50 50 

59 20 22 
212 210 245 

10.1 7.8 7.7 
25.3 27.8 23.1 

190 190 220 
8.4 5.2 6.8 

Hampshlres (pictured) and Suffolks are the two breeds that gain weight 
most rapidly, but they do not excel In wool production. They are best as 
terminal-sire breeds. 

Your advantage would come from: 
• Less embryonic mortality, due to hybrid vigor of the lamb, 

resulting in a larger lamb crop 
• Greater lamb livability 
• Greater fleece production 
• Lamb gains and carcass merit that are about equivalent to pure 

Hampshire or Suffolk breeds 

4. Mature size is correlated with daily gain. Thus, for the sire 
breed, select large breeds and large individuals (275 to 325 pounds) 
within those breeds. 

5. Existing ewe breeds (Columbia, Targhee, Corriedale, and Ram
bouillet) would be more productive (more lambs) if they had some 
Finn sheep blood. At this time, we recommend about 25 percent Finn 
blood in the commercial ewe flock for maximum profitability due to a 
larger weaning rate and crossbred lambs (1/8 Finn blood) that grow 
well and produce well-accepted carcasses. 
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